Abstract-This paper presents a complex control system in which a large-scale of devices are controlled by micro control units (MCUs) based on embedded TCP/IP, with emphasis on the management of these MCUs through one or more reusable driving engines. The number of the driving engines bases on the scale of the devices and the real-time requirement. For most cases, one driving engine with one or more NICs （ Network Interface Cards ） is enough. Each device is controlled by a MCU to sample the device and the sampled data is delivered to applications through the driving engine that receives the driving data from the applications and transmits it to the MCU to drive device. The driving engine running on an industrial personal computer(IPC) communicates with the MCUs through the lower network, a TCP/IP network, while it communicates with the applications through the upper network, a TCP/IP network and(or) a reflective memory (RFM) network. The driving engine is a reusable software architecture and any number of MCUs can be integrated seamlessly in DLL(Dynamic Link Library) without any need to modify the architecture. To develop a new device control system, the only tasks is to implement the MCU embedded routines that must be done whenever any development methods applied and the MCU DLLs and then integrate the DLLs with the architecture. This MCU-based control method fits the man-in-loop simulators best with the most advantage of making the system wiring simple, elegant and clean than AD cards usually used and has some other beneficial features of software reusability, valid precision maintenance, more developing efficient, run-time and reliable performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many man-in-loop simulators, such as flight simulators, ship simulators, power station simulators, the trainee operates on the devices and the devices echo. For a system with a small number of devices, Analogue/Digital (Digital/Analogue) cards can perform better for controlling the devices, but for a system with a large number of devices, the system wiring would be most dense and mass, which is not conducive to the system development and maintenance. Besides, in engineering practices with controlling devices, the software usability and the developing mode are not be paid attentions and these lead to many problems, such as repeated development of hardware controlling software, mutual interdependence between hardware developers and software developers, device precision maintenance invalid due to device wearing. Now the technology of embedded TCP/IP or integrating TCP/IP stacks into embedded system insures the connection between embedded systems and Ethernet based on TCP/IP. This technology is used widely in industry control fields but its application in simulators is not reported [1] [2] [3] . This paper presents a complex control system in which a huge mass of devices controlled by micro controller units (MCUs) based on embedded TCP/IP, with emphasis on the management of those MCUs through one or more reusable driving engines. This device control method has the features of reusable driving architecture, more developing efficient, easily maintenance, run-time and reliable performance and fits the man-in-loop simulators best with the most advantage of making the system wiring simple, elegant and clean than AD cards usually used.
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II. OVERALL STRUCTURE Figure. 1 shows the overall structure of the device control system based on embedded TCP/IP. There are three types of partners, the MCUs, the driving engines and the applications. The number of the driving engines bases on the mass of the devices and the real-time ability. For most cases, one driving engine with one or more NICs（Network Interface Cards）is enough. Each device is controlled by a MCU to sample the device and the sampled data is delivered to applications through the driving engine that receives the driving data from the applications and transmits it to the MCU to drive device. The driving engine running on an industrial personal computer(IPC) communicates with the MCUs through the lower network, a TCP/IP network [4] [5] , while it communicates with the applications through the upper network, a TCP/IP network and(or) a reflective memory (RFM) network [6] . The driving engine is the proxy of all MCUs and the applications communicate only with the driving engine but not any MCUs. Usually the device domain, such as aircraft cabin, is far off the applications and(or) the driving engines. Fortunately, the embedded TCP/IP applied ensures the wiring simple and elegant. Figure.2 }; This type of packet must be sent even the MCU is driving only. In this case the packet is regarded as a heartbeat packet.
ii) PDU from Driving Engine to MCU The driving engine sends UDP packet to each driving MCU as follows:
struct Engine2 MCU { char data[];//The driving data according to the MCU. };
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NOTATION

A. Hardware item identifiers Each controlled hardware item on a device is identified in two-dimensional notation. An analogue output(such as a meter needle) is marked as AO(i,j).An analogue input(such as a knob) is marked as AI(i,j).An digital output(such as a light with two statuses: ON or OFF) is marked DO(i,j). An digit input(such as a switch) is marked as DI(i,j).
Where i is the number identifying the panel that the item on and j is the number identifying the item.
B. Hardware item reference in program code
Each hardware item can be sampled or drove in a C/C++ program as follows:
i Figure. 3 shows how to locate the hardware items in its buffer through the packed index. The hardware items lay on the panels from i0 to im. 
C. Notation implementation
where, the conversion calculation function cvt(x) is determined by hardware drive mode. The common problem is the error in terms of instrument indication instead of correction indication to x. To correct the error, the drive process can be modified to be:
MCU.
That is, first to get y by means of proper turning of x through the function f and then y is used for driving. The function f can be materialized by means of interpolation based on the precision table (see Table I )
B. Analogue input precision list
Sample of current value y of an analogue input (such as an knob) can be described by: receiving sample value z → y=cvt(z). In the same way, the function cvt(z) is determined by hardware drive mode. Just like analogue output, sample of an analogue input is characterized by error, to correct which, sampling process can be improved as:
Receive sampling value from MCU z → x=cvt(z) → y=f(x).
The function f can be materialized by interpolation based on the precision table (see Table 1 ).
C. Precision lists on hard disk
If hardware is maintained, the precision table files will be modified and the program code must not need to be modified. Thus the precision lists must be stored in external hard disk. For every item AO(i,j) , its precision list is stored in the file AO(i,j).prc and for every AO(i,j) , the list is stored in the file AI(i,j).prc (see Fig.2 ). These precision lists will be loaded to memory by the driving engine in initializing phrase. AcuracyLists *DoItp// The interface to access the precision lists.
){ Step1: (Get AI(i,j) by parsing data) x= GetData(data).
Step2: (Do precision operation and update AI) AI(i,j)= DoItp->AI(i,j,x).
Step3: (Parse data then update DI(i,j)) DI(i,j)= GetData(data).
} void Drive(char data[],//The data in embedded MCU format.
AcuracyLists *DoItp// The interface to access the precision lists.
){
Step1: (Do precision operation on AO(i,j )) x = DoItp->AO(i,j, AO(i,j ));
Step2: (Set data with x) SetData(data,x).
Step3: (Set data with DI(i,j)) SetData(data, DI(i,j)). } VII. THE DRIVING ENGINE
A. Configuration file of lower communication (lowercomm.cfg)
The lower communication is refers to the driving engine communicates with the MCUs based on TCP/IP. The file defines a list of items that each item as follows: The driving engine receives sample packets from <DrvEngineIP, DrvEnginePort> and sends driving packets from <DrvEngineIP, DrvEnginePort> to <McuIP, McuPort>.
In the driving engine endpoint, the DLL must be named as McuName.dll so that the driving engine can find the proper functions Sample() and Drive() .
B. Configuration file of upper communication (uppercomm.cfg)
The upper communication is refers to the driving engine communicates with the clients of the MCU data through a network of TCP/IP and(or) reflective memory boards. The file defines a list of items that each item as follows:
< DrvEngineIP, DrvEnginePort, AppIP, AppPort>. < DrvEngineRfmCardID,DrvEngineRfmAddr, AppRfmCardID,AppRfmAddr>.
The driving engine receives driving packets from < DrvEngineIP, DrvEnginePort > and(or) < DrvEngineRfmCardID,DrvEngineRfmAddr > and sends sample packets from <DrvEngineIP, DrvEnginePort> to <AppIP, AppPort> and(or) writes them in < AppRfmCardID, AppRfmAddr>.
C. Driving algorithm
The key steps of the algorithm of the driving engine are as follows:
Step1 [7] . Step2.2: (Find Sample()&Drive()) Call GetProcAddress() [7] .
Step3 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
It is a better way to apply embedded TCP/IP technology to sample and drive devices in man-in-loop simulators with a mass of hardware items. This method has advantages as follows:
i) The system wiring is simple and elegant than AD cards usually used.
ii) The maintenance is easy due to each device controlled by its MCU inside.
iii) The driving engine is a reusable software architecture and any number of MCUs can be integrated seamlessly in DLLs without any need to modify the architecture.
iv) The development is more efficient. To develop a new device control system, the only tasks are to implement the MCU embedded routines that must be done whenever any development methods applied and the MCU DLLs and then integrate these DLLs with the architecture. In addition, the two-dimensional notation makes hardware developers and software developers developing parallel.
v) The external precision lists make the precision maintenance valid.
vi) The external lower and upper communication configuration files make the communication performing without any communication code to be developed.
vii) The number of the driving engines bases on the mass of the devices and the real-time ability. For most cases, one driving engine with one or more NICs is enough.
viii) All clients of the device data communicate with the driving engine but not any MCUs and that make the upper communication simple.
ix) The system perform run-time and reliable. Obviously, this method can be used in hardware-related systems especially in man-in-loop simulators to make the developing efficiently.
